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ABSTRACT
Current research on building intelligent agents for aiding with
productivity and focus in the workplace is quite limited, despite the
ubiquity of information workers across the globe. In our work, we
present a productivity agent which helps users schedule and block
out time on their calendar to focus on important tasks, monitor and
intervene with distractions, and reflect on their daily mood and
goals in a single, standalone application. We created two different
prototype versions of our agent: a text-based (TB) agent with a
similar UI to a standard chatbot, and a more emotionally expressive
virtual agent (VA) that employs a video avatar and the ability to
detect and respond appropriately to users’ emotions. We evaluated
these two agent prototypes against an existing product (control)
condition through a three-week, within subjects study design with
40 participants, across different work roles in a large organization.
We found that participants scheduled 134% more time with the TB
prototype, and 110% more time with the VA prototype for focused
tasks compared to the control condition. Users reported that they
felt more satisfied and productive with the VA agent. However, the
perception of anthropomorphism in the VA was polarized, with
several participants suggesting that the human appearance was
unnecessary. We discuss important insights from our work for the
future design of conversational agents for productivity, wellbeing,
and focus in the workplace.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The productivity of information workers can be significantly in-
fluenced by information overload and stress. Due to the ubiquity
of multiple devices, including desktops, laptops, phones, surfaces,
smart watches and speakers, notifications, messages and other
kinds of disruptions have become a serious problem for keeping
focused on high priority tasks at work. A large body of work in
human-computer interaction (HCI) research has concentrated on
better understanding how workers manage their tasks, attempt to
stay focused, and deal with distractions and interruptions through-
out the day. In any given day, information workers are typically
faced with multiple tasks that they need to complete, and often
they devise unique strategies to remember and make note of these
tasks [12, 15, 25]. A diary study of information workers found
that workers had an average of 50 task-shifts over an entire work
week [9]. Furthermore, information workers are usually faced with
numerous interruptions throughout their day.

At work, people average 40 seconds on a computer screen before
switching [23], and it can take several minutes for an office worker
to return to their original task after interruptions. The deleterious
effects of notifications, email and face-to-face interruptions has
been very well documented [9, 20] in terms of lowered productivity
at work. Different factors like the type and duration of the inter-
ruption, the complexity of the task prior to interruption, and even
the exact moment of the interruption can have a negative effect
on workers’ ability to resume a task, their perceived productivity
and their satisfaction with their performance[2, 5, 25, 30, 38]. For
instance, past work from Iqbal and Horvitz [14] found that when
information workers were interrupted by conversation, they were
more likely to return to work on more peripheral tasks like email
and web searches, rather than resume their previous task.

Research suggests that more distractions can lead to higher re-
ported stress and lower productivity in the workplace [20–22].
While there have been many attempts to design software to assist
with this problem in order to reduce stress and improve focus (e.g.,
Freedom, Windows FocusAssist [29], Tracktime [4], see [16] for a
review), few of these products have yet to be widely adopted in the
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Figure 1: We present two productivity agent prototypes
which help users schedule and block time on their calen-
dar to focus on important tasks, monitor and intervene
with distractions, and reflect on their daily mood and goals.
Snapshots of the sample morning dialogue interactions for
the text-based (left) and virtual agent (right) prototypes are
shown. The face images are blurred to respect privacy.

workplace. Therefore, people continue to design their own methods
and workarounds, but report having trouble nonetheless [16].

These findings suggests that maintaining focus in the face of
constant shifting priorities and interruptions in the workplace is
a complex and important problem. Yet, to our knowledge, only
one system, from Kimani et al. [16], has yet been designed that
helps knowledge workers with prioritizing their work, providing
reminders on when to switch tasks or get back on task, to take
breaks, as well as to reflect on how much they accomplished at the
end of the day. While this effort was notable for its complex system
design, the user interface was quite simple in its design, similar
to a standard chatbot. In our work, we design two different agent
prototypes which build upon this past work from Kimani et al. [16]
(described further in the related work). Our paper offers three main
contributions: 1) The design of two different conversational agents,
one text-based (TB), similar to a chatbot, and one virtual, embodied,
conversational agent that responds to the user’s emotion (VA), 2)
a longitudinal evaluation of these two agents against a shipping
product that tries to help users schedule focus time in Microsoft
Outlook, and 3) actionable insights from qualitative analysis of user
feedback on agent design around anthropomorphism, user task
scheduling, and the need for better back and forth negotiation and
control with the user.

2 RELATEDWORK
For task and time management, various different applications have
been developed,most notably,MeTime [35], RADAR [10], TaskBot [34],
and Calendar.help [8] that each aim to assist users be more efficient
in managing their work through different approaches. MeTime aims
to provide real-time awareness of how users are spending their time
through graphic visualization of their application usage in order
to promote efficiency of time use achieving their task goals [35].
The authors showed that exposure to meTime decreased time spent
on distractions (e.g., social media), and increased their feelings of
productivity [35]. RADAR is an AI system that was designed to

help reduce email overload by automatically producing tasks and
to-do lists directly from users incoming emails [10]. Through an
experimental setup, users that were aided by RADAR that were
confronted with overload performed better at completing email
intitiated tasks than without RADAR. [10] TaskBot, a chatbot agent
was designed to mediate the creation and management of tasks
within project teams [34]. Users found TaskBot useful for naturally
transferring conversations into actionable tasks, but found that the
system struggled when having to deal with multi-threaded conver-
sations [34]. Finally, Calendar.help used an AI interface integrated
with the user’s email to automatically schedule user’s meetings, and
allowed the user or another human assistant to make adjustments
manually when needed [8].

Applications developed within this domain have also aimed at
helping block distractions to help users focus. One such example is
Microsoft Focus Assist, which allows users to define "whitelisted"
work related sites and applications and "blacklisted" non-work
related sites and applications [29]. Focus Assist also then blocks
access to non-work related sites and applications for a period of
time determined by the user [29].

Finally, other applications have aimed at promoting workers to
reflect on their emotions and goals throughout the workday, as
well as to promote saving time for healthy and appropriate breaks.
For instance, Robata was developed to be voice mediated agent
that helped its users plan and organize their tasks, reflect on their
motivation and satisfaction throughout the day, and also promote
and reflect on their self-learning [18]. Users of Robata reported
generally appreciating away of reflecting on their planning and goal
setting [18]. BreakSense is another application that was developed
to help promote mobility for its users during their breaks in order
to encourage healthy activity and lifestyle in office environments
that can be often very sedentary [7].

Although each of these applications attends to a specific problem
area within the broader domain of promoting workplace productiv-
ity andwell-being, there has been little research on the development
and evaluation of AI systems that incorporate task scheduling and
management, distraction blocking and monitoring, and mood and
goal reflection in a single, standalone application. To our knowl-
edge, the only application that has attempted to integrate all these
different functionalities into a single system is the work of Kimani
et al. [16]. In their work, they presented Amber, a conversational
desktop assistant whose purpose was to help workers in four main
areas: (1) scheduling high priority tasks, (2) aiding workers in tran-
sitioning from one task to the next, (3) avoiding and intervening
with distractions, and (4) reflecting on their work through a conver-
sational AI interface [16]. In our work, we present our productivity
agent, which builds upon the infrastructure and capabilities of this
previous agent developed by Kimani et al. [16]. Similar to the work
from [16], we gave our agent a female gender.

Our work extends this previous work in a number of ways. First,
as Kimani et al. [16] found in their analysis that users desired an
agent that took more control over the flow of interaction, we de-
signed our agents to provide a series of dialogues that started at
the beginning of each day with scheduling their tasks, helping
users progress through these tasks until the end of the day. These
dialogues were initiated automatically when appropriate without
any extra user input. Second, in addition to incorporating the four
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major functionalities from Kimani et al. [16], we also wanted to
investigate the impact that a more human-like agent with more
emotional intelligence would have on user perceptions, as well
as their focus and productivity. In past studies of virtual agents,
research has found that emotionally appropriate responses from
an agent contribute to a more positive and satisfying experience
during interaction [11, 36]. Furthermore, emotional intelligence in
agents has been shown to help alleviate negative emotions, like
frustration [17]. In a study of the effectiveness of different agent
characteristics in an organizational setting, anthropomorphic ap-
pearance in agents was also shown to increase users perceptions
of the agents usefulness [31]. As little research has investigated
the effect of more human-like agents in the context of workplace
focus and productivity, a primary goal of our study was to evaluate
and compare its effectiveness to a typical chatbot agent. Therefore,
in this work, we build two different prototypes of our agent: a
text-based conversational interface prototype (TB) that employs a
similar UI to the previous version developed by Kimani et al. [16],
and a prototype virtual agent conversational interface (VA) version
with a video avatar that speaks to the user. The VA prototype incor-
porates the ability to detect user emotions through video input and
adapt its responses to be appropriate and congruent with the users
emotional state. We conduct a three week long within-subjects user
study to evaluate and compare the VA prototype, the TB prototype,
and a simple, non-conversational task scheduling tool integrated
into users’ email, similar in part to Calendar.help [8], as a control.
To our knowledge, our work presents the first multi-week user
study evaluating different intelligent agent prototypes that aim to
increase focus and productivity at work.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Given the goals of our research, we constructed three primary
guiding research questions to evaluate the effectiveness of our
agent functionalities and compare each of our agent prototypes.
RQ1: Are users more productive and less distracted during the time
periods they scheduled for focused work through the agents?

A primary functionality of both our agent prototypes is to take
control of scheduling the users’ high priority tasks in their calendar.
The agents also help the user transition through these tasks, and
intervene during the task period if the agent detects the user is dis-
tracted (described in more detail in the next section). We evaluate
the effectiveness of this task scheduling and monitoring system
by measuring the degree to which users appeared to be more pro-
ductive and less distracted during their agent-scheduled task time
periods compared to their their normal baselines outside of these
periods.
RQ2: With which agent prototype are users most productive, least
distracted, and most satisfied?

Based on the design differences between the text-based agent and
the virtual agent prototypes we created, we aim to understand
any differences in user experience between the agents in terms
of productivity, avoiding distractions, and overall reported user
satisfaction. We do so by examining a variety of data sources, in-
cluding users’ logged behaviors while interacting with both agent
prototypes and survey responses.

RQ3: What features of the agent prototypes are most useful, and are
there design improvement opportunities?

Given the novelty of our study, we are also interested in better
understanding user perceptions of the agent in terms of the features
that were most useful, and where improvements can be made on
future iterations of our prototypes. To do so, we perform qualitative
coding on the free response questions on both weekly and study exit
surveys to identify emergent themes around our users subjective
experiences when interacting with the agent prototypes.
More details on the research procedures are provided in the study
design section of the paper.

4 FOCUS AGENT: CONVERSATIONAL
PRODUCTIVITY ASSISTANT PROTOTYPES

In our work, we build and evaluate both a new TB conversational
version and a VA conversational version of our productivity agent.
First, we provide an overview of the basic functionality shared
across both versions. Next, we outline the UI differences between
the TB and VA agent versions. Finally, we provide an overview of
the system design and architecture of both agent versions.

4.1 Daily User Workflow
Both versions of the productivity agent that we developed operated
as applications that ran on Windows 10 operating systems. When
not active on the user’s screen, the agent appeared as an icon in
the system tray of the desktop. Right-clicking on this icon allowed
the user to exit out of the application, reconnect or reset the agent,
or view help documents on how to use and interact with the agent.
When the agent became active and notified the user of something,
the application would pop-up to the foreground of the user’s screen
(usually as a panel to the right-hand side of their screen), and a
notification would appear above the system tray in the lower-right
corner of the screen.

Similar to the work from Kimani et al. [16], the purpose of the
agents we developed was to design an intelligent assistant that
could support the user’s task-related goals and help them better
focus on their high priority tasks, which would hopefully promote
better productivity and emotional well-being at work. In their work,
Kimani et al. [16] conducted an online survey of 70 technology
information workers and literature review to better understand
the design requirements for a conversational productivity assis-
tant (see [16] for a full description of their requirements analysis).
Through their research they determined that task scheduling, task
switching and reminders, task re-attachment, and dealing with dis-
tractions were the most important skills to be incorporated in a
productivity assistant. Given the similar research context of this
past work to our own, we also focused on and incorporated these
abilities into both our agents through a series of dialogue models
that would be initiated throughout the user’s work day. The dia-
logue models we created shared across both the TB and VA versions
of our agent are described below:

First Time dialogue: When users first installed the agent, the
application window would appear in the foreground of the screen.
The agent would introduce herself, her role and capabilities.
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Morning dialogue: When the user unlocks their computer for
the first time each day, the agent initiates a conversation with the
user. She first asks how the user is feeling wherein the user would
be given six different options in a drop-down menu to choose from
(Happy, Sad, Stressed, Calm/Neutral, Focused, or Frustrated). The
agent then asks the user if they would like to schedule high priority
tasks on their calendar for them. Users again are provided drop-
down options of either ’Yes’, ’No’, or to remind them again in 5, 10,
or 15 minutes. If the user chooses to schedule tasks, they are then
asked what time they plan to head home for the day. Next, the agent
prompts the user to enter their desired tasks in priority order and
provide their estimated duration in minutes. Upon submission of
these tasks, the agent attempts to schedule the users’ desired tasks
on their Outlook calendar between the current time and 30 minutes
before the time they reported they planned to leave. The agent was
programmed to have a preference for scheduling tasks with a 15
minute gap between tasks. If this was not possible, the agent would
try a 10 minute gap, then a 5 minute gap, and, finally, no time gap
between tasks. If necessary, the agent would also split tasks into
separate chunks on their calendar. If the agent could not find any
time on the user’s calendar to schedule, she prompted the user to
examine their schedule to see if they could make room for their
tasks. If the user chose to make changes, the agent would attempt
to schedule their desired tasks again. Upon successful scheduling of
their tasks, the user was shown the time slots when their tasks were
scheduled, and notified that their tasks were successfully scheduled
on their calendar. Figure 1 shows part of an example user interaction
for the morning dialogue for both agent prototype versions.

Task Ramp-up dialogue: Three minutes before a task that was
scheduled through the agent began, the application would appear
in the forefront of the user’s screen, and the agent would inform
the user of their next task ("Your scheduled focus time for one of your
high priority tasks is about to begin. Are you ready to switch to it?").
As abrupt task-switching can be disruptive [2, 25, 30], this dialogue
was designed to help users transition smoothly between tasks. Users
would either select drop-down menu ’Yes’ and transition to their
task, have the agent remind them in 5, 10, or 15 minutes, or be given
the option to reschedule the task given their next availability.

Task Ramp-down dialogue: Five minutes before a task that
was scheduled through the agent ended, the application would
appear in the forefront of the users screen and notify them that
their scheduled focus time was about to end ("Your scheduled focus
time for this task ends in 5 minutes. Now might be a good time to
wrap up for a smooth transition..."). Again, this dialogue model was
created to facilitate smooth transitions in and out of the users task
goals. Next, either right away or five minutes later if they chose
to let the agent remind them at the end of their task, the user was
prompted with a question asking them how productive they felt
during their scheduled task on a 5-point scale (Not at all, Slightly,
Moderately, Very, or Extremely).

Distractions and Breaks dialogue: We also created a dialogue
model that would be triggered when the agent determined that the
user was supposed to be in the middle of an agent scheduled task,
but the application detected that the user was distracted. We inte-
grated a sensing application [24], described in further detail at the
end of this section, into both our agent systems to enable the agent

to monitor users’ windowing activity to initiate the distraction dia-
logue when appropriate. Overuse of certain internet applications
and sites at work, particularly social media sites, have been shown
to be associated with lower work efficiency and day-end productiv-
ity [6, 19]. We therefore decided to incorporate social media sites
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter, etc.) monitoring into our agent function-
ality, in addition to other types of internet sites and applications
that were likely to be distractions if visited too frequently, includ-
ing shopping (e.g., Amazon), news (e.g., New York Times, CNN),
and music streaming sites (e.g., Spotify, Soundcloud). In total, we
created a list of 45 unique site and application names to monitor
for prolonged use. In the back-end of our agent, we kept a log of
the windows a user visited and the time each window was in the
foreground over the past five minutes, updated every second. If 50
percent or more of this window activity within this log was from
one or more of the sites or applications that we monitored for, the
distraction dialogue was initiated ("It looks like you may be taking a
break. Would you like me to set a timer and remind you to get back
to your tasks after a short break?"). Users would then be provided
with a set of drop-down options to either set a timer for 5, 10, or
15 minutes, inform the agent that they are not taking a break, that
they will get back to their task, or to ’let me be’ (where the agent
would not interrupt them again for the rest of their task).

We also designed our agents to encourage short breaks after pe-
riods of extended focus, as taking short mental breaks throughout
the day has been shown to be beneficial for worker well-being and
long-term productivity [18]. Our sensing application (described
later in this section) also incorporated the ability to detect and clas-
sify the user’s emotional state through video input from a webcam
into four distinct categories (Happy, Focused, Frustrated, or Other
(the default emotional state)). If the agent detected that the user
had been in a Focused state continuously for the past hour, the user
was prompted with a suggestion to take a short break.

End of Day dialogue: As research suggests that workers are
better able to detach from work at day’s end when they are able
make future plans to finish any uncompleted goals for that day [33],
we built a dialogue model to allow users to reflect on their day and
schedule any unfinished tasks for the next day. 30 minutes before
their reported departure time, the agent prompts the user, asking
them to reflect upon their day ("Hi again! Before you leave work,
I would like to ask you to reflect on your day. Overall, how would
you rate your day?"), where the user would be given five options
(Very poor, Poor, Acceptable, Good, or Very good). The user is then
prompted to check off which tasks from the morning they did or
did not complete, and if there are uncompleted tasks, the agent asks
the user if they would like to save the tasks they did not complete
for the next day, before wishing the user a good evening.

4.2 Differences Between Text-Based and
Virtual Agent Versions

Although both our prototypes (TB and VA versions) had the same
basic functionality and structure, the VA prototype included extra
features that differed in the visual UI experience of the agent and
in its emotional intelligence.

First, the VA prototype incorporated a video avatar of the agent
speaking to the user in addition to the text output from the agent.
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The words she would speak matched the text that was produced,
providing more context in terms of emotional expressiveness and
tone that is sometimes lost via text communication alone. To create
the video clips used for the VA, we had an actor rehearse and film
all 109 statements that the VA version would produce.

Second, the VA prototype was designed to be much more emo-
tionally expressive and intelligent, in both text and video output.
Although in many cases, the raw text between statements was
almost identical, the emotional expression of these statements dif-
fered by the tone of voice, the use of contextual emojis, and the
adaptation of responses based on sensed emotional state. In particu-
lar, we sought to create an agent personality that was encouraging,
kind, and cheerful. The VA employed emojis quite frequently, while
the TB never employed emojis. As Emoji use in text has been shown
to strengthen the perceived affect of a message (either in a positive
or negative direction) compared to the same text without accom-
panying emojis [32], we saw incorporating emojis into the VA
prototype as an easy first step towards introducing more emotional
expressiveness. For instance, we incorporated simple emojis into
confirmations of reminders ("Got it! Reminding in 5 minutes.").
In addition, in the VA prototype, we aimed to incorporate more
emotional intelligence by having the agent adapt its responses to
the current emotional state of the user, detected by our sensing
software (Happy, Focused, Frustrated, or Other). For all agent mes-
sages in the Distraction dialogue, the emotional valence of the
agent’s text and corresponding video responses were designed to
be congruent with the user’s current emotional state. As an exam-
ple, Table 1 provides an overview of the possible first utterances
that the VA agent could produce depending on the users emotional
state for distraction dialogue. Similarly, the emotional tone of the
first message the VA agent produces in Ramp-down and End of
Day dialogues was also adjusted to be concordant with the user’s
current emotional state (e.g., in the Ramp-down dialogue, if the
user is in a Happy state: "Woohoo! . Your scheduled focus time for
this task ends in 5 minutes...") In the TB version, the agent dialogue
was always constant and never changed, regardless of the user’s
current emotional state.

Recent research also suggests that the psychological benefits of
disclosure and reflection with an agent are similar to reflection with
another human [13]. Therefore, we considered the ability for users
to reflect on their feelings and sense of productivity to be a beneficial
final extra feature in the VA prototype. After users reported how
they were feeling during the morning dialogue, they were asked
to reflect upon their feelings in an open-ended response. Similarly,
in the Ramp-down and End of Day dialogues, after reporting their

productivity or their feelings on how their day went (respectively,
depending on the current dialogue) they were also asked to reflect
on their response. If the user selected a negative option from the
drop-down prompt (e.g., Sad, Stressed, or Frustrated in the morning
feelings form, or Very poor or Poor in the end of day evaluation form),
they were prompted with a sympathetic response to reflect more
("I’m sorry. Thanks for sharing. Could you please tell me more about
that?"). If the user selected a positive option (e.g., Happy or Focused
in the morning feelings form, or Very good or Good in the end of
day evaluation form), they were prompted with a congratulatory
response ("That’s great to hear! Can you tell me more about that?"). If
the user selected a neutral option, they would be prompted with a
more neutral response. Figure 1 provides a side-by-side comparison
of the TB and VA versions for a portion of the Morning dialogue
for a sample user, wherein the VA prompts the user to reflect on
their reported feeling choice.

4.3 System Design and Infrastructure
The system behind both the TB and VA prototypes is comprised
of four main components: a sensing application, the agent client,
a cloud-hosted back end that employs Microsoft Conversation
Learner bot framework, and the user’s Microsoft Outlook calendar.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the system architecture used by
both our agent prototypes.

Sensing Software: We leveraged a desktop sensing framework
application that uses audio and video input (from a speaker and
webcam) to continually detect the user’s expressed emotional state
(Figure 2A) [24]. The application uses a trained machine learning
model to detect changes in the user’s facial expression with high
temporal resolution (multiple times per second). The sensing soft-
ware was used to detect multiple different data streams from the
users simultaneously, including the number of faces detected in the
webcam view, and measures of the user’s facial expression in dif-
ferent categories: neutral, anger, contempt, surprise, disgust, sadness,
and fear using convolutional neural networks trained on hand-
labeled images [3]. Facial expression measures varied between zero
to one in one or more of these emotion categories. The software
also logged user window activity including open window actions
from the keyboard or mouse, hashed window titles and applica-
tion names, and the current foreground window or application.
The live streaming of information from the sensing software was
used to help trigger appropriate dialogue models in the agent client
application, which we describe next.

Agent Client Application: For both our prototypes (TB and
VA), participants interacted with the agent through a standalone

Table 1: Agent utterances based on users’ emotional state for first message of virtual agent (VA) distraction dialogue.

User is Happy User is Focused User is Frustrated User is Other (default)

Hey! It looks like you’re
really enjoying your break.

Would you like me to set a timer
to remind you to get back to
your tasks after a short break?

Sorry to interrupt. It looks
like you needed a break. Would
you like me to set a timer to

remind you to get back to your
tasks after a short break?

Sorry to interrupt. It looks
like you need a break. Would
you like me to set a timer to

remind you to get back to your
tasks after a short break?

Hi. it looks like you needed a
break. Would you like me to set
a timer to remind you to get

back to your tasks after a short
break?
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Figure 2: TheAgent SystemArchitecture. It contains fourmain components: A) the sensing framework collecting facial data, B)
the client application that uses information gathered from sensing software to generate events used to initiate the appropriate
dialogue, C) the dialogue framework, that uses client application events to determine and control the flow of conversation, D)
the Outlook calendar.

desktop application (Figure 2B). The application interacts with the
sensing software, the user’s outlook calendar, and the backend sys-
tem that provides dialogue models. The first time the user unlocked
their computer for the day, the application prompted with the morn-
ing dialog; for all other unlocks, the application showed the user
the message "Welcome back!". When a user schedules tasks with
the application at the start of the day, this list of tasks is sent to
the Outlook calendar integration for scheduling (Figure 2D). Every
minute, the calendar application provides an update of scheduled
activities to the application which in turn sent appointment events
to the backend system, that determined when to inform the user
when it is time to switch to a different task. Similarly, when the
user reports their approximate heading home time in the morning
dialogue, this information is propagated to the backend system to
initiate the End of Day dialogue at the appropriate time. If the agent
did not parse the user’s the end of day time correctly, the End of
Day dialogue would initiate at 4pm (default value). Windowing
activity from our sensing software would also be sent to the appli-
cation in order to monitor for the user visiting distraction sites. For
the VA version application, information gathered from our sensing
software is also used by the application to continuously update the
user’s emotional state, and this information is then propagated to
the backend system to initiate appropriate dialogue models. The
logic was derived from past research analyzing the association be-
tween users’ reported emotional states and their captured facial
sentiment using the sensing software at time of their report [24].

Dialogue Framework: The client application communicates
with the backend system that manages and trains the dialog, using
the Microsoft Bot Framework (Figure 2C) [26]. This framework
allows the client application to send and receive text and events
from the backend dialogue system. This backend system employs
Microsoft Conversation Learner framework [28] which allows us
to build the conversation flow in the dialogue models using sample
training interactions. The Conversation Learner framework em-
ploys an end-to-end recurrent neural network to train dialogue

models that learn sample dialogues that involve multiple turns
between the user and agent. Training dialogue models is done in
two steps: entity extraction and action selection. To extract entities
(e.g., labeling user response as a feeling or productivity reflection)
conversation learner uses Microsoft’s Language Understanding and
Intent Service (LUIS) [27] that uses the text input’s content and
context in the dialogue flow to label appropriate entities. The action
selection model also uses a recurrent neural network to take the
sample training dialogue and current entities as inputs to determine
the most appropriate response. Using the Conversation Learner
we built and trained the six different dialogue models described
in section 3.1. Functions built within the agent client application
communicated with the dialogue framework to decide when each
dialogue model should be initiated and terminated.

5 USER STUDY
In order to effectively evaluate the TB and VA prototypes, we con-
ducted a 3 week, within-subjects user study with 45 information
workers across a variety of work roles in a large organization. The
study was approved by authors’ internal ethics review board. In the
following section we describe the study design, participant pool,
survey measures, and our guiding research questions for our study.

5.1 Study Design
Our within-subjects study design had three different conditions:

• Condition 1 (C1): This was our control condition, which
was a product integrated into users’ Microsoft Outlook ac-
counts. Clicking on the product icon allowed users to sched-
ule blocks of time for ’Focused’ work on their calendar at the
beginning of each day. However, this was the product’s only
functionality. It did not have any conversational or agent-
like properties, and did not include any other functionalities
shared by our two prototype agents.

• Condition 2 (C2): The text-based (TB) agent prototype.
• Condition 3 (C3): The virtual agent (VA) agent prototype.
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The study began on a Friday afternoon, when we asked partici-
pants to install the sensing software on their primary computers,
and provided them with instructions on how to activate the C1
product into their Outlook accounts. We asked participants to run
the sensing software continuously on their computer in order to
collect behavioral data from study start to finish. All participants
began by spending the first week of the study (starting on the fol-
lowing Monday) in C1, using the Microsoft Outlook product. C1
acted as a control condition for all participants, in order to have
a baseline productivity tool for all users to compare and evaluate
the agent prototypes against. On Friday afternoon at the end of
the first week, participants were given instructions to disable the
Outlook widget and install one of the two prototype agents. For the
second and third weeks, participants were counterbalanced such
that 50% of the participants started the second week in C2 and 50%
started in C3. On Friday afternoon at the end of the second week,
participants were again given instructions to uninstall their current
agent prototype and install the prototype version they had not yet
interacted with.

Upon receiving instructions via email for the next week of the
study on the preceding Friday afternoon, participants were given
until the following Monday at noon to complete the instructions for
the next phase of the study. Although most participants adhered to
this timeline, some participants were a bit delayed with installing
the software due to technical problems that we had to trouble shoot.
However, for these participants, we staggered their study end dates
such that each participant had at least 4.5 full days in each condition.

5.2 Participants
We recruited participants through an email advertisement at a large
technology organization. In order to aim for gender parity in our
participant pool, we pre-sampled the organization employee data-
base to obtain a roughly equal number of male and female employ-
ees to include in our email distribution list. Interested participants
completed a demographics survey that asked them about their work
role, work space setup, and the typical work schedule. We filtered
interested participants to recruit only those that worked out of the
organizational campus where our study was being ran, and those
that reported spending less than 25 hours a week in meetings, as we
wanted participants to have a significant amount of interaction time
in each condition. In total, we initially recruited 50 participants,
however, over the course of the study, five of these participants
either dropped out of the study or left the Organization prior to
the the study concluding. Furthermore, another five participants
reported severe technical difficulties with one or more of the agent
systems not being able to integrate properly with their Outlook
calendar. Therefore, we omitted these participants from our analy-
sis, for a final participant pool of 40. This final pool was 58% male
and 42% female, and the average age was 33 years. 53% worked in
Engineering and Development roles, 20% worked in Research or
Design roles, 10% worked in Administrative Assistant or Human
Resources roles, 10% worked in Sales, Strategy, or Marketing roles,
and 7% worked in Program Management roles. 65% of participants
used a desktop computer with an external webcam for the study,
while the remainder used a laptop with a built in webcam.

5.3 Survey Measures
Over the course of the three week user study, we administered a
series of surveys to our participants:

Intake Survey: Prior to the beginning of the study, users were
asked to complete a survey containing demographic questions.

Weekly End-of-Interaction Surveys: At the end of each week
of interaction with the agent, in weeks two and three of the study,
users were asked to complete two short surveys to rate their ex-
perience with the agent for that week. The first asked 15 Likert
(5-point) scale questions on their rating of the agent (e.g., trust,
satisfaction, smoothness of conversation). The second survey con-
tained 15 Likert (5-point) scale questions asking the users about
their interaction experience (e.g. "I enjoyed scheduling tasks with
the agent"). Participants were also given the opportunity to provide
their thoughts on their experience with each agent through an
open-ended response question. The content and questions in the
surveys were the same for both C2 and C3.

Exit Survey: One week after the study concluded, users were
asked to reflect on their overall experience partcipating in the
study: ("Please describe your overall experience participating in this
study, including any ideas about the future of conversational agents,
focus time blocking, and the nature of tasks and interruptions:"). Last,
participants were also asked four multiple choice questions asking
them to judge each of the three conditions (with an option for
’None of the above’): "With which of the following systems did you
feel the most productive?", "With which of the following systems did
you feel was the most helpful in avoiding web-based distractions?",
"With which of the following systems are you most satisfied with?",
and "With which of the following systems would you continue using
if given the opportunity?".

5.4 Research Procedures
We used a combination of behavioral logs from our sensing software
and survey responses to address our research questions:
RQ1: To determine if users weremore productive and less distracted
during the time periods they scheduled tasks with the agents (which
we refer to as focused tasks), we use windowing activity data
collected from our sensing software to determine the proportion
of time where productivity and distraction applications (apps) and
websites (sites) were the active foreground window during users
focused tasks, and in time periods outside of focused tasks (which
we refer to as outside focused tasks). In addition, we also used
the face detection data from our sensing software to determine the
proportion of time that the user was detected to be present at their
workspace during their focused tasks and outside focused tasks.

For our analysis of distraction, we used the collection of 45 dis-
traction apps and site names described earlier. For productivity,
we composed a list of all apps that were accessed over the course
of the study, and coded this list for apps that we deemed to be
very likely to be mostly used for productivity purposes (e.g., Mi-
crosoft Word, Integrated Development Environments (IDE)). As
there was a wide variety of different apps that were used across
work roles, we constructed a list of 225 different productivity apps
and sites. For both our distraction and productivity analyses, we
took a conservative approach, and only included apps and sites that
we were quite certain were distractions or used for productivity.
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For each condition, and for productivity and distraction measures
respectively, we use theWilcoxon Rank Sum test to determine if the
means of the proportion of time spent between focused tasks and
outside focused tasks were significantly different. Similarly, for the
face detection data, we again used the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test to
determine if the means of the proportion of time the user’s face was
detected at their work station between focused tasks and outside
focused tasks, were significantly different. We used the Wilcoxon
Rank sum test as we cannot assume that the distribution of the time
proportions will be normally distributed.
RQ2: To determine if there were significant differences in the pro-
portion of face detections, productivity, and distraction between
the three conditions, we applied the Kruskal-Wallis H test, for each
proportion metric described above, with the condition as the in-
dependent variable. We also investigated if there were significant
differences in the total amount of focused time users scheduled
with each of the three conditions, using the same test.

In addition to analyzing log data from our sensing software,
and to better understand any differences in the user experience
between C2 and C3, we investigated significant differences using t-
tests between C2 and C3 for the weekly end-of-interaction surveys,
and examined the results of the reflective multiple choice questions
from the exit survey.
RQ3:Finally, to better understand the subjective aspects of users
experience interacting with the agents, we performed qualitative
coding of the free response prompts across all surveys and extract
key themes from the participants’ experiences in the study.

6 RESULTS
6.1 RQ1
Figure 3 presents boxplots of the distributions for the proportion
of time spent using productivity apps or sites, distraction apps
or sites, and proportion of time a face was detected at the user’s
work station (from left to right) for both focused tasks and outside
focused tasks, for each condition. Table 2 provides the results of
the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test applied to focused tasks and all time
periods outside of focused tasks, for each condition and each met-
ric. We see that for productivity apps and site usage, participants
spent more time on productivity apps and sites during focused
tasks than outside of focus tasks in C1 (V=443, p <.01), C2 (V=618,
p<.01), and C3 (V=668*, p<.01). Looking at the proportion of all
time spent in productivity sites or apps across all conditions, shows
that participants spent more time in productivity apps and sites
during focused tasks compared to outside of focused tasks (V=1043,
p<.01). However, for distraction site usage, there were no significant
differences in time spent on distraction sites during focused tasks
compared to outside focused tasks. For face detections, there were
no significant differences in proportion of time the users face was
detected during focused tasks compared to outside focused tasks for
C1 and C2, however for C3 users had more face detections during
focused tasks (V=537, p=.024). Looking at the proportion of time
faces were detected across all conditions shows that participants
had more face detections during focused tasks compared to outside
of focused tasks (V=825, p=.032). Across all conditions participants
spent 69.6% more of their time on productivity apps or sites, and

19.8% more of their time at their workspace during focused time
compared to outside focused time (i.e. their usual baselines).

6.2 RQ2
We next perform a Kruskal-Wallis test using the proportion of time
during focused tasks as the dependent variable, and the condition
as the independent variable for each metric. We find that the ef-
fect of condition on proportion of time in productivity apps or
sites (χ2=5.87, df=2, p=.07), proportion of time in distraction sites
(χ2=1.79, df=2, p=.41), and proportion of time with their face de-
tected at their workstation (χ2=.63, df=2, p=.73) during focused
tasks to be non-significant. However, for the same test applied to
the total focused time scheduled in each condition, the effect of
condition is significant (χ2=11.38, df=2, p<.01). Pairwise wilcoxon
rank sum tests between the conditions (with bonferroni correction)
show that both users scheduled more focus time with C2 (p<.01)
and C3 (p<.01) than C1, although there was no siginficant difference
between C2 and C3 (p =.93). Figure 5 presents boxplots of the total
focused time scheduled across each condition.

Next, we analyze differences in the agent ratings between C2
and C3 from the weekly surveys. Participants rated the statement
’My conversation with the agent was natural.’ higher in C2 than in
C3 (t=2.36, df=40, p=.024), and rated the statement ’I like scheduling
tasks with the agent.’ higher in C3 than in C2. There were no other
significant differences in survey items between C2 and C3.
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Figure 3: Boxplots for perecentage of time spent in produc-
tivity apps or sites (left), distraction apps or sites (middle),
and proportion of time with face detected at work station
(right) for both within focused task (blue), and outside fo-
cused task (red) periods for each condition.

Table 2: Results (V-statistic and p-values) of Wilcoxon Rank
Sum test applied to Productivity, Distraction, and Face De-
tection metrics during focused time and outside of focused
time for each Condition. ’↑’ indicates that the population
mean rank of proportion of time spent is higher in focused
tasks than outside of focused tasks. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01

C1 C2 C3 All

Productivity 443** ↑ 618** ↑ 668** ↑ 1043** ↑
Distraction 120 218 131 427
Face Detections 321 521 537* ↑ 825* ↑
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survey multiple choice questions. Participants were given
descriptions of each of the conditions to choose from, for
brevity we refer to the options as C1, C2, and C3.

Figure 6 shows the results of the multiple choice questions asked
in our exit survey. 46% of participants reported that none of the
conditions were most helpful for avoiding distractions, however C3
was best compared to rest of the conditions, with 32% picking this
option. Participants reported a quite even split with respect towhich
system or agent they would like to continue using (between 24% and
27% across each of the four options). However, 38% of participants
reported that they felt most productive in C3, the highest percentage
of any of the options. Finally, participants reported being most
satisfied with C1 (38%), however a close second was C3 with 35% of
participants reporting being most satisfied with the VA prototype.

6.3 RQ3
Finally, through qualitative coding on the free response questions
from the weekly and exit surveys we found three primary emergent
themes that arose most from our analysis, which we present here:

Polarized perceptions of anthropomorphism in C3: Some
participants appreciated the anthropomorphic design of the VA pro-
totype (C3), and thought it provided a more ’natural’ experience:
"P24: The one major change in this version was the add on of a ques-
tion asking me to say more about my productivity or day...it made the
conversation feel more natural than before.". However, other partici-
pants thought that the anthropomorphism was unnecessary for the
context the agent was designed for, and set the wrong expectations:
"P1: found the anthropomorphization of the agent unnecessary and

setting the wrong expectations. P8: She asked me about my emotions
which I didn’t enjoy...I would have rather focus on my tasks then
reflect on my feelings.".

Desire formore intelligent automatic task scheduling: For
both the TB and VA prototypes (C2 and C3), users repeatedly ex-
pressed a desire for the agents to schedule tasks in a more intelligent
and flexible manner: "P15: when I had conflicts that came up I could
not easily move things with the agent’s help. P12: she can’t really
deal with having to switch priorities on the fly.". Users also repeat-
edly reported that the agent would schedule their tasks over lunch
breaks if they didn’t have a placeholder for lunch on their calendar.
Other participants suggested that the task scheduling logic should
be personalized to the user: "P21: The agent should understand (or
ask) more about the properties of the user i.e., when they would like
to do the stressful work, how often they like to take break etc.".

Desire for better distraction monitoring: Some participants
reported that the distraction logic didn’t always initiate at the
appropriate times. "P15: For me, I never really had [agent] engaged
when I was distracted. P21: Breaks that I set for myself (using a
variation of the Pomodoro technique) were detected by the agent,
which I found intrusive.".

7 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In sum, we found that agent assisted scheduling of focused time on
users calendars appeared to be quite beneficial, as we observed that
in focused time users spent approximately 70% more of their time
on productivity sites, and 20% more of their time present at their
work station compared to their normal working patterns outside of
these time blocks (RQ1). We see this functionality in conjunction
with helping users transition smoothly through these tasks, and
avoid distractions during their tasks to be crucial components to
include for future iterations of intelligent agents in this domain.
After the study concluded (and users had completed the exit survey),
we provided participants the option to continue using either agent
prototype. After three weeks two participants continued to use the
agent daily (one with the VA and one with the TB prototype). We
see this adoption of the agents as encouraging, as these agents are
first iterations of research prototypes. However, from our analysis
it is also clear that there remains significant room for improvement
and refining these functionalities going forward.

Although our results were not wholly conclusive for RQ2, in our
exit survey we saw that users felt they were more productive and
less distracted when using the VA prototype compared to the TB
prototype or the control product. From our qualitative analysis in
RQ3, it became clear that users thought the general idea behind our
agents was beneficial and that we were aiming towards addressing a
very important need that many information workers face. However
the users expected more from the agents. From our perspective, this
is encouraging as it provides motivation to build upon and refine
the underlying agent framework we have. Given the qualitative
results of our user study, we provide three major insights for the
design and development of future intelligent agents for assisting
with focus, wellbeing, and productivity at work:

Congruence between agent anthropomorphism and abili-
ties: Past work on intelligent agents for personal well-being at work
has found that incorporating anthropomorphism and emotional
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intelligence into the agents makes the agents more likeable and
effective at fostering self-reflection [11, 18]. However, in our work,
where the primary purpose of our agent was to assist with produc-
tivity and focus at work, the perceptions of the human-like appear-
ance of the VA prototype was polarized. Many participants saw the
human-like appearance of the VA prototype as setting the wrong
expectations in terms of its capabilities, and they were disappointed
when the agent’s intelligence only extended towards responding
to the their emotion and prompting more self-reflection. Although
we think that self-reflection is an important component to include
in future productivity agents, the usefulness of self-reflection in
this context may be very dependent on various factors like the
user’s personality and organizational work role. Future research
should investigate these factors further. We believe incorporating
human-like qualities and emotional intelligence into future agents
to be worthwhile; however, intelligence should also extend into
other aspects of the agent’s capabilities in order to better help users
be as efficient as possible in achieving their work goals. Future
research should investigate the anthropomorphic aspects of agent
design that simultaneously improve likeability of the agent and also
improve user efficiency at work. As one participant (P24) stated in
their exit survey: "There is a delicate balance to strike here between
helping someone be more productive, and wasting time. Just make
sure the agents are really efficient and use up very little time."

Improved Task Scheduling Intelligence: We see one imme-
diate opportunity for improving upon other aspects of our agent
intelligence is to make the agent-assisted task scheduling more flex-
ible and adaptive. In the work from Kimani et al. [16], they found
that users desired more control and guidance from their productiv-
ity agent. In our work, we created a more rigid and structured task
scheduling system that began at the beginning of each day, how-
ever, our participants reported that they found this system to not be
flexible enough to deal with the frequent need to switch priorities
on the fly. Some participants also reported that it was difficult some-
times to estimate ahead of time how much time should be blocked
off on their calendar for a given tasks. Incorporating an additional
dialog model that could be initiated by the user to reschedule their
tasks, or increase the time of a task if necessary, could be very
beneficial in helping users navigate the sometimes turbulent and
unpredictable nature of a work day. Including the ability for users
to communicate and configure their task-scheduling preferences
(e.g., usual lunch time or time of the day they like to do stressful
work) would likely be very beneficial as well.

Createmore robust andpersonalized distraction detection
logic: The distraction detection logic we incorporated into our
agent was quite basic, as we only monitored users’ windowing ac-
tivity for common sites that we judged to be distractions. However,
it is difficult to determine how comprehensive our distraction site
list was, and it is likely that participants may have had different
interpretations of what constitutes a distraction for their own task-
related goals. Furthermore, we did not include any way for our
agent to detect and intervene during face-to-face human interrup-
tions. This is a challenging problem to tackle, and past work using
chatbot initiated reminders has revealed similar desires for these
reminders to be more context-sensitive [34]. Future work should
aim to construct a more robust distraction site list and incorporate
face detection and voice sensing data to detect human interruptions.

In addition, future systems should enable users to personalize the
apps and websites that they know are personal distractors for the
agent to monitor for, rather than relying solely on a universal preset
list.

7.1 Limitations
Our work has a few important limitations that should be noted.
First, our agent prototypes, particularly the VA prototype, used
users’ webcams to continuously monitor their emotional state. User
surveillance like this may result in some users feeling anxious that
they are being monitored. These challenges are important and rele-
vant, and we recommend future work to investigate the nature of
user privacy concerns in this context. Second, a major dependency
for our prototypes to be effective was the use of desktop notifi-
cations to help users organize and navigate their daily schedule.
Therefore, the insights into the usefulness of these prototypes are
likely only applicable to ’desk based’ information workers. Further-
more, in our work we did not isolate the effect that these reminders
and notifications that were present in the TB and VA prototypes
had on user productivity, compared to other features of the agent. It
is possible that the existence of these reminders may be the primary
feature that resulted in greater perceived productivity in C2 and C3
compared to C1. Future work should disentangle and evaluate the
effect of reminders from other agent features (e.g., anthropomor-
phism and emotional intelligence). Finally, our agent was designed
to have a female gender through appearance and voice (for the
VA prototype). We did this in order to mirror past work in this
domain, where researchers also designed a female agent [16]. As
research suggests that the combination of an agent’s gender and
personality can play an important role in user perceptions and
expectations [1, 37], employing a male agent instead may result in
some significant differences in user perceptions or ratings of the
agent. We encourage future work to investigate how gender and
personality of a workplace productivity agent might influence user
experience.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe our productivity agent designed to aid in-
formation workers be more productive and focused over the course
of the work day. We designed two different agent prototypes: a
text-based (TB) agent with a similar UI to a standard chatbot, and a
more emotionally expressive virtual agent (VA) that employs a video
avatar and the ability to detect and respond appropriately to users’
emotions. Through a 3-week user study of these two agent proto-
types and a baseline, we found that during their agent scheduled
tasks, participants spent more time present at their workstation and
on productivity apps and sites compared to their normal baselines.
Participants reported that they felt more productive and satisfied
with the VA prototype compared to the TB prototype, however they
reported valuable feedback on how the agent could be improved,
particularly through more personalized and intelligent task sched-
uling and distraction monitoring systems. We see our results as
encouraging, and hope they can provide actionable insights for the
development of future workplace productivity agents.
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